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Time to buy - 'Add to cart'
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DETERMINE YOUR BUDGET

Did you know you don't necessarily have to buy a
new electric car to use one!
Buying an electric car can cost you anywhere
from $200K to $20K, so understanding your
affordability range is an important first step in
directing your shopping efforts.
Today, used and global imports open up new
doors to EV ownership, as do subscription models,
where you lease the car for a short period of time.
Remember, that an electric car costs substantially
less to run and maintain than a conventional car so while they might be more expensive to acquire,
over the car's life, your costs will typically be less to
run it. How much less depends on a lot of factors,
but you're sure to be impressed by the monthly
fuel savings!
Visit our 'Learn" page to review what electric car
options are currently available to you.
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TEST YOUR LIFESTYLE FIT

Woah! You think you're ready to switch to an electric
car but you're a bit unsure of its convenience
compared to petrol or diesel?
Don't worry, you're not alone.
Questions about this lifestyle change (the one where
you swap petrol for electricity) are very common.
Here is a Checklist of the top things to consider:
My parked car can easily (and safely) access
electricity at home
I understand I will have to pre-plan fuelling when
on road trips (300km+)
I know my towing needs (if any)
I know how much interior space I must have
I am willing to learn all the things about EV
charging (budget 5-6 hours)

Got more questions?
Learn more about owning and operating an EV locally
from one of our experienced EV Ambassadors.
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TALK TO AN EXPERT
A WHIRL AMBASSADOR!

Investing in a new technology is a big decision and
one we don't think you should have to make alone.
Whirl's Ambassador's are volunteer electric car
owners who are happy to share their lived experiences
with others considering the change to electric
motoring. You can book in session by phone (or soon,
in person) with them to unpack the ins and outs of
driving an electric car (and have a peer test ride)!
The great part about talking to an Whirl Ambassador
is that there is no pressure to act. Our Ambassadors
are independent and not aligned with any particular
brand. And, you can speak to them at a time
convenient for you, 7 days a week!
To book in a chat with one of our friendly Whirl
Ambassadors today visit: www.giveitawhirl.co/book
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TEST ONE OUT FOR
YOURSELF
Seeing is believing, as they say.
We know for a fact that that buying most electric cars
is decided once you have a chance to sit in it and
experience the smooth, quiet, sleek performance of
electric motoring.
Whether a test ride or a drive from a peer, we know
that once you get to the point of have an in-person
demonstration, most of your questions will be
answered and concerns covered. You just need to be
absolutely sure.
You deserve to have a no-pressure trial of your ideal
electric car before you step into a show room.
Reach out to us to arrange one for you.
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"ADD TO CART"

You've done your homework, tested one out and now
you're ready to buy. But, as you may have come to
learn, buying an electric car is just one part of the
puzzle of building out your equipped home.
You might decide you what to finance it (who
finances EVs well?) or maybe rather than buying new,,
you decide to go for a second-hand electric car to
start out (yes, you can buy used EVs and there are a
few places to look). Or maybe you want help with the
charger and some solar and a great electricity rate,
while you're at it?
We know the market for all things electric inside and
out and can help refer you to the best businesses
delivering on whatever you might like to add in.
Contact us when you're ready to take the next step
and we'll make sure you're looked after.

